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Robertson Labs Launch
Vista VMX
Robertson Optical has announced
the launch and addition of the Vista
VMX as the newest member of their
labs’ premium lens solution portfolio.
The Vista VMX is an ideal pairing of
premium lens technology with a simple
packaged offering.
“We’re very excited about
this announcement,” said
Danny DeVito, VP of sales
and marketing. “Everything
we do at Robertson Optical
is with a singular goal in
mind which is to provide
the most advanced lens
technology solutions at
strategic pricing, thus
driving both value and profitability
to our independent ECPs. The
Vista VMX offering accomplishes
that goal by combining an advanced
free-form progressive lens design that
offers multiple patient customization
features and the ability maximize lens
options like photochromic, polarized
and premium anti-reflective coatings.”
The Vista VMX design creates a
uniquely calculated pair of lenses that
eliminates compromise. The Vista
VMX:
• Is a true free-form design that
customizes the patient’s sphere,
cylinder, and axis.
• Is available to fit as either a variable
design or as fixed fitting height
design.
• Is a compensated technology design
that optimizes the Rx of each
patient maximizing the visual fields.
• Integrates Position of Wear
customization technology that tailors
each patient’s lenses based on their
frame selection. This technology
can include specified measurements
for panto, vertex, and base or will
be automatically determined by the
design’s default measurements.
• Is offered at one flat price for all
clear material: CR39 up to 1.67,
one flat price for all photochromic
and polarized: CR39 up to 1.67,

Clockwise from
top: As part of
the in-house
processing of
Vista VMX,
Rick Varalla
uses an CB
Bond-e alloy
digital blocker for blocking Vista VMX lenses
ready to be surfaced, Tim Brown surfaces Vista
VMX lenses on a HSC Smart XP digital lathe,
Denise Griffin applies laser engravings to Vista
VMX lenses and Ramona Massey polishes Vista
lenses using CCP Swift digital polishers.

and provides the option of adding any of
Robertson’s premium Royal anti-reflective and
blue light reflective coatings for one flat price.
The Vista VMX is priced with simplicity in
mind. “We operate in an industry that seems to
make understanding technology difficult,” said
DeVito. “When one considers the difficulty in
understanding lens technology combined with the
continued challenge that ECPs face daily in trying
to control their costs of goods sold, the result is
confusion and loss of profitability. We are offering
the Vista VMX with that in mind. We are
absolutely convinced that the Vista VMX will not
only provide patients with superior optics but will
also drive ECPs’ profitability to a new level.”
ECPs needing further information about Vista
VMX should contact their Robertson Optical
sales representative. n

Robertson Expands Profit-Driving PerSpex Offering

David Stewart, ROL sales
representative (l), shows the
PerSpex frame collections
to Wayne Carter, optical
manager of Hamilton Mill
Eye Care in Buford, Georgia.

In March, Robertson
Optical launched PerSpex,
which is a turnkey
frame lens solution
that pairs six different
frame collections with a
deliberate lens portfolio.
The six collections cover
the spectrum of patients
offering value frames up
to premium titanium and
trend setting frames.
Independent ECPs have
been asking for solutions
that not only allow them to

compete in the constantly evolving
and competitive marketplace but
also allow them to drive profitability.
Historically, the independent ECP
has been on a seesaw while trying
to compete. For example, if an
independent ECP developed an
offering to compete with a $99
frame lens with single vision poly
and anti-reflective package, they
were compromising profit margin
in order to do so. If they were
charging $175 for the same frame
lens package, the patients who
(Continued on the back)
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In Honor and Memory of
CALVIN ROBERTSON, JR.

b

LOGANVILLE, GA — Dedicated optical entrepreneur, leader and
volunteer, Calvin Robertson, Jr., co-owner of Robertson Optical
for 58 years, passed away in September. He was president of
the nation’s Better Vision Institute from 1978–1980, and served
as educational chair on the board of directors of the Optical
Wholesaler Association in the early 1970s. As chair, he was
honored by the International Film Producers of America for
his technical direction of the film, “More Than Meets the Eye”,
which won a Cindy Award in 1974 and was shown throughout
the world. Robertson Optical has been serving the eye care
Calvin Robertson
industry since 1958, currently ranking fifth in the nation among
independent wholesale lab companies by sales and number of prescriptions1.
Calvin is pre-deceased by his father, Robertson Optical founder
CW “Jack” Robertson, Sr., who started the business in 1958 in
Atlanta with Calvin and other associates. Calvin’s brother and
co-owner Richard Robertson, OD joined them shortly afterwards,
with the brothers directing the company’s operations for more
than 57 years until Richard passed away in 2015. Calvin’s son Chip
Robertson is currently a company co-owner, managing Robertson
Optical of Greenville, SC.
Calvin was tremendously instrumental in the rapid growth
and success of Robertson Optical. The company serviced 22
prescriptions the first day, 149 the first week, and fills more than
7,000 a week today. It began with 11 employees, now having
more than 100 and serving customers throughout the US.
Through the management
of several co-owners, lab
locations have been in seven
southeastern cities, occupying a least 15 buildings.
In addition to its current labs in Loganville, GA,
Columbia, SC and Greenville, SC; locations have
included Charlotte, NC; Orlando, FL; Albany, GA;
Chattanooga, TN and various suburbs of Atlanta. In
addition to processing thousands of prescriptions, the
Robertson team has sold frames and contact lenses,
Pictured (left to right) at a corporate
developed the first dinner in the 1980s, Calvin and
one-step fining pad Robertson Optical’s general
manager Glenn Hollingsworth,
for grinding plastic sport their red socks. The socks
lenses, and started were a tradition started by Calvin’s
father, company founder CW “Jack”
a company which
Robertson, Sr.
designed and sold
jumbo lens trays
and frame drawer dividers. With Calvin’s co-direction,
Robertson Optical has stayed on the leading edge
of lens technology by adding state-of-the-art service
equipment for digital free-form surfacing, AR coating,
top-of-the-line edging and private-label lens production.

Pictured in 2010, Calvin
(right) with his brother,
co-owner Richard
Robertson, OD (left),
celebrate the grand
opening of the company’s
first full-service AR lab.
Richard died in 2015.

Calvin Robertson (right) with
his brother Richard (left)

In 2009, Calvin wrote The History of Robertson Optical
Laboratories in which he traces the company’s growth
over 50 years and its vital role in enabling ECPs to deliver optimal eye care through
groundbreaking optical products. Calvin states, “When Robertson Optical opened, my
father said, ‘If we can receive 50 prescriptions a day, I’ll be happy’. The same week, one
year later, the company processed an average of 96 a day.” The history book outlines the
early years of the company’s inimitable marketing strategies, many of which were created
by Calvin. One included his design of an exhibit booth at an optometric convention in the
late 1950s that featured a fashion
runway of Barbies wearing eye
glasses. “A Pair for Every Wear” was
the slogan.
“Barbies had just been launched,
so this was more popular than
we ever imagined,” stated
Calvin. The book also includes
summaries of enjoyable times
shared by associates, customers
and colleagues at eye care
conventions, grand openings and
employee events, all contributing
to the positive company morale
that Calvin made sure to instill
among his corporate associates and
owners.

One of Calvin’s unique marketing strategies in the
late 1950s was the design of a runway of Barbies
wearing glasses in a Robertson Optical exhibit at
an optometric convention. Because Barbies had just
been launched, it generated significant attention and
numerous visitors.
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Atlanta
2309 Hwy 81 South
Loganville, GA 30052
800.929.2765
mike.fussell@robertsonoptical.com
Columbia
Fontaine Industrial Park
411 Commerce Drive NE
Columbia, SC 29223
800.922.5525
robertsonoptical4@gmail.com
Greenville
120 Howe Street
Greenville, SC 29601
800.223.0890
rol3@robertsonoptical.com
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“shop” will walk. The PerSpex offering provides the
independent ECP with a turnkey paired solution to
financially compete while offering patients premium
lens technology.

One popular tactic that Calvin continued
through the years, and started by his
father, was wearing red socks every day,
whether they matched his pants or not. He
would wear them at the office and while
visiting accounts. “Customers would look
forward to seeing the man with red socks,”
remembers Glenn Hollingsworth, general
manager of Robertson Optical, Loganville,
GA, who worked with Calvin for 55 years.
“The socks were attention-getting, helping
them remember the relaxed, enjoyable and
hospitable nature of Robertson Optical’s
customer service.”

With the launch of the Vista VMX, Robertson Optical
has taken lens technology and the opportunity for
an independent ECP to maximize profit to a new
level. “We have decided to multiply the value of the
PerSpex offering by adding the Vista VMX to the
lens offering,” said Danny DeVito, VP of Sales and
Marketing of Robertson Optical. “The simple pricing
strategy of the Vista VMX is a perfect complement
to the PerSpex offering. Our independent ECPs now
have a unique solution for every patient, private pay
or managed care that walks into their office. The
addition of the Vista VMX is another example of
our commitment to provide the most advanced lens
technology solutions at strategic pricing in order to
drive both value and profitability to our independent
ECPs.”
ECPs having questions about how these offerings will
fit into their optical strategies should contact their
Robertson Optical sales representative. n

never had a colleague or friend whose outlook on life was as
positive as Calvin’s. His loyalty to his company and friends in
the eye care community was beyond admirable. I could be
feeling pessimistic and no matter the circumstance, if he called
me, it would brighten my day. I remember one day he called,
and I asked, ‘How are you Calvin?’ His jovial and uplifting reply
was ‘Super fantastic!’, and the next time I asked, his answer was
‘Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious!’ That was Calvin.”
In addition to his son Chip, Calvin is survived by two daughters,
Debra Parker and Kim Hash, and 4 grandchildren. His mother
was the late Lois Robertson. After his death in September,
Calvin was honored by eye care professionals, family and
friends at a memorial celebration in Loganville.
1

“The first day I started work at Robertson
Optical, Calvin greeted me with a Coca-Cola,
smile and laughter,” said Hollingsworth. “His
caring attitude and humor, blended with
his passion for eye care, are the virtues that
made him successful.”
David Scott, a marketing consultant in
Atlanta, who assisted Calvin with compiling
the history and other projects, said, “I’ve

Vision Monday, September 30, 2016, “Charting the Changing Labscape:

Vision Monday’s 2016 Top Labs Report”, Andy Karp
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